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原 著 論 文
カタルーニャの人間の塔（Castells）を「支える」スタッフの活動と勧誘システムの民族誌
―チーム「サンツ」（Castellers de Sants）を事例に―（１）
 An Ethnography of Catalonian Human Towers（Castells）Supported by Social 
Staffs and a Recruiting System: the Case of Castellers de Sants
Abstract
　Castells , or human towers, are a cultural practice and one of the best-known traditions of Catalonia, 
Spain. This paper examines why and how people build higher human towers, even though it is theoretically 
impossible to construct them using human beings, based on anthropological fieldwork. The Castellers 
de Sants, a group of human tower builders from Barcelona, is taken as a case. Technical skills are very 
important to the successful construction of human towers; however, we will concentrate on the social 
aspects of Castellers de Sants to capture the mechanism or sustainable system they use to continue building 
higher and more difficult towers.
　Through this investigation, we uncover the crucial characteristic of the Sants, which is a familiar and 
friendly atmosphere that may be the main attraction of the group itself. This characteristic is created 
and transmitted not only by their technical team staff but also by their social staff, which functions as 
a sustainable system to continuously gain new members. We also elucidate the mechanism of the “grey 
shirt,” a symbol of official builders of the group that increases newcomers’ motivation to train. A grey shirt 
cannot be bought but must be obtained in exchange for time and effort.
　Finally, we point out that this system and mechanism contribute to the building of high-level human 
towers, which require concern for safety as they can reach over 10m.
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torres humanas desafían a la física）」などの
がある。
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